
Problems of prejudice, 
discrimination and 

racism
TFCHA



Please start with the video 
below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD8tjhVO1Tc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD8tjhVO1Tc


Starter: Key words

Match the key words to the correct 
definitions

Prejudice The belief that some ethnic 
groups are superior to others

Discrimination Believing some people are 
inferior or superior without 
even knowing them

Racism Different ethic groups living 
together peacefully

Racial Harmony Putting prejudice into practice 
and treating people less 
favourably because of their 
ethnicity/gender/colour/class



Problems of prejudice, 
discrimination and racism

Problems:
1. If teachers are prejudiced against ethnic 

minorities they will not get the best from pupils 
from that minority

2. Police officers are not going to treat evidence 
from people against whom they are prejudiced in 
the same way that they treat evidence from 
other people

3. Prejudiced employers will not give jobs to certain 
groups of people

4. Prejudiced landlords will not give accommodation 
to certain groups of people



Problems of prejudice, 
discrimination and racism

Effects:

1. If certain groups feel that they are being 
treated unfairly by society, then they will feel 
alienated by society and so work against that 
society

2. Some politicians believe that young black people 
turn to crime and young Pakistanis and 
Bangladeshis turn to extremist Islamic groups 
because they feel they have no chance of 
success in British society



How are we diverse?



How are we diverse?

43-410AD: Romans 

invaded, bringing the 

first black people with 

them from North 

Africa. A few hundred 

years later they 

returned to Italy 

leaving those who 

wished to stay. 



How are we diverse?

1555-1833: African 

and Afro-Caribbean 

people arrived 

because of Britain’s 

involvement in the 

slave trade.



How are we diverse?

1700 onwards:

Indians and Chinese 

arrived because of 

Britain’s growing 

Empire and trade with 

far off 

countries. 



How are we diverse?
1840 Many people 

came to England to 

escape a terrible 

famine in Ireland. 



How are we diverse?

1946: After the 

Second World War 

many refugees came 

to Britain from Eastern 

Europe.



How are we diverse?

Today: Immigrants 

continue to arrive 

from the EU and 

around the world, 

adding to the 

diversity of our 

country.
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Our cultural life

• Ethnic diversity has made our 

society rich in culture and 

contributed to our economic, social 

and democratic development. 

• Everything in modern Britain –

from music and fashion to food 

and language – has been 

influenced by different ethnic 

communities, cultures and social 

groups...



A mix of food



A mix of music and dance



A mix of sports



A mix of fashion



How does diversity impact your 

life?
Two minute challenge

• In pairs, discuss the things in your everyday life 

that are influenced or come from other countries. 

It can be a person in your family or a friend, 

music or food, fashion or sport. 

• Each pair will share as a class and there can’t 

be any repetition.

Can you imagine life without these things?



Respect our differences

• It is important to celebrate and respect that we are all different.

• Remember, we are all different in our own way (each one of you), 

and we all add something special to the diversity of our country.

• The world would be a boring place if we were all the same!

• Finding out about different cultures and discovering the different 

ways that people live and think is fascinating, and helps everyone to 

get along and understand each other better.

• So let’s show some respect for difference.


